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This Week:




Statewide Cybersecurity Strategy Unveiled
Advisory Board Provides Valued Insight
Seven Additional Agencies Go‐Live on ERP on 4/1
Statewide Cybersecurity Strategy Unveiled
This week, Governor Rauner announced the unprecedented statewide cybersecurity
strategy for Illinois. Hardik Bhatt, DoIT Secretary Designate and Kirk Lonbom, State
CISO participated in the press conference hosted at IEMA, along with other key
contributors to the effort. The strategy provides an enterprise approach toward
building a cyber secure Illinois. The full document can be found on the DoIT website
and the press release and event video can be found here.

Advisory Board Provides Valued Insight
As part of the overall governance structure for DoIT, an Advisory Board was
recently established to provide executive oversight and the development of
enterprise IT strategy, in alignment with business requirements. The group,
consisting of agency directors and representatives from the Governor’s Office,
GOMB and DoIT brings specific industry knowledge and consultative expertise.
Key goals of the board are to provide insights and ideas from an agency and outside perspective to
encourage the development of a governance framework. The Advisory Board of Directors meets
monthly in‐person in Springfield and Chicago.
Seven Agencies Go‐Live on ERP on 4/1
The countdown is on for the next ERP go live on 4/1 in seven new agencies. The
Illinois ACTS (Accountability Credibility Transparency Sustainability) Program is a
statewide initiative to implement a new integrated suite of software to replace
disjointed and outdated systems. Additionally, integration testing is being
performed for two more agencies set for a 7/1 go live and enterprise designs are underway for
January 2018 agency roll outs. More information on IL ACTS found can be here.

DoIT FYIs & Reminders
The Curb Your Car Commute Challenge is back for 2017! Leave your car at home, and
bike, run, walk, or take the bus to work. It’s a great opportunity to exercise, save money,
relieve traffic congestion, and lessen your environmental footprint. More details at www.sscrpc.com.
BlueZone Upgrade ‐ Over the next several weeks, BlueZone 6.2 software will be deployed to the
computers of all current BlueZone users supported by DoIT. Among the numerous usability
enhancements in this new release, one of the most significant is the inherent encryption in transit
necessary to protect our state data. Agencies will be notified of the overall schedule and reminded
again individually with instructions prior to each planned upgrade. FAQs can be found here.

